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-- Requires only glue, scissors and a craft knife-- Most historical titles compatible with OO/HO
scale to complement figures bought from model shops-- Fantasy models include moving parts
and "see-inside" sections-- Each model includes full-color buildings, people and baseboard

About the AuthorCathy Diez-Luckie is passionate about creating hands-on activities that inspire
the creative child and motivate the reluctant learner to discover the wonders of history. Figures In
Motion has helped thousands of parents and educators engage competent and curious learners
by supplying them with high quality movable figures to cut, color, and assemble. These
articulated figures are put together with fasteners and generate excitement when children act
out the stories of history. The Famous Figures series provides teachers at home and in the
classroom with a unique supplement to use in their study of the great men and women of the
past. Cathy is an award-winning author and illustrator, former medical device company
executive, and home educator. She lives with her family in Bellingham, Washington. 
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Make This Viking Settlement (Usborne Cut Out Models)



Sandra Stilwell, “Fast delivery excellent book. Excellent cut and assemble book , with fast
delivery and a great sellerWill be fun to assemble it”
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I have built a lot of paper castles and this one is absolutely wonderful. There are a couple of
things about it I will explain. First off it is printed on quality stock and that makes a big difference.
And it is an "interactive" castle. There are little hidden things that you can move, a dragons lair
with dragon, observatory, wizards bed chamber and more. You can take the tops off the turrets
and look inside, and you can open walls to look into buildings. Simply a lot of fun.If you are new
to castle building you might want to start with this one. It goes together very well.”

Karina Hawkes, “1. 1”

theredhare, “Great project. I am really looking forward to putting this togeter”

Tazz4268, “Great book!. My book arrived in perfect condition.”

out of step, “Very high quality printing, beautiful detail, good value. First I have not put this
together. My review is of the design, the quality of the printing, and the paper. I have 13 cut and
assemble paper model books, this one is the best and most detailed. I will revisit this review
when I assemble it.”

Passionate about history, “A lovely model, useful in teaching. Very nice quality model to make. It
was very helpful in teaching about Medieval life to my students. It took several afternoons to
complete. All that I used was "Fast tack Tacky Glue" and a sharp pair of scissors. My students
were 8th grade through high school level and had no trouble. It fits well with the other three
models in this set: Make This Medieval Town (Make This Model Town), Make This Medieval
Village, and Make This Cathedral.”

Kseniya, “Absolutely amazing! It took me about 20 hours to make .... Absolutely amazing! It took
me about 20 hours to make it, but castle is awesome. A lot of small and nice details, great quality
of print and even hidden moving details! It is so beautiful and magical - it is difficult to stop
looking at it.It is a bit difficult to assemble though, for an adult is just fine, but children will need a



close assistance. (this is my video with assembled castle [...] which shows moving parts in
action).”

Craig, “Great Buy. I got this item to make a start on environment miniatures for my home D&D
game and I can say that I am very happy with what I got here. I can kit out a small town for such a
cheap price compared to the hundreds it would cost me to get plastic miniatures buildings. I
think I will be repeating here in the future.”

Apocalyptic Clonk, “Timeless fun.. This is the 3rd (!) time I've bought this. The first time when I
was 15, got quite far then abandoned it before I attached the castle to the mountain base. The
second time, I found it in a charity shop. It was on more to do list to finally complete it but it got
lost in a house move. Now I have a child and would love to have a crack at completing it for my
son... (and me).”

The book by Cathy Diez-Luckie has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 83 people have provided feedback.
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